A bi-objective optimization of airport ferry vehicle scheduling based on heuristic algorithm: A real data case study
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ABSTRACT

The optimization of ferry vehicle scheduling is the key factor to improve the punctuality of flights and passenger satisfaction at airports. Based on the airport reality, a bi-objective mixed integer linear programming model for airport ferry vehicle scheduling is proposed in this paper, in which the first objective is to minimize the number of vehicles used, and the second objective is to minimize the maximum number of flights per ferry vehicle serving under the constraint that the first objective takes the optimal value. For the optimization model of the second objective, this paper designs three heuristic algorithms: strict equalization algorithm, relaxed equalization algorithm and transplantation algorithm, and integrates them into a main algorithm. The actual flight data of Beijing Capital International Airport are used for numerical examples, and all the examples tested can obtain the exact solution or high-quality approximate solution using the designed algorithm, which verifies the effectiveness of the algorithm. This study can be used to inform decisions on the efficient and balanced use of airport ferry vehicles. Despite the system presented in the paper is designed for airport, it can be applied to solve similar vehicle scheduling problems.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the rapid development of the civil aviation industry has made the scheduling and management of the limited ground resources at airports, such as parking positions, runways and ground support vehicles, gradually become important and complex. Among them, the ground support vehicles are special vehicles that provide a series of ground services for the aircraft, such as refuelling, air catering and ferrying. However, at present, the scheduling of airport ground support vehicles is still mainly manual, which is inefficient and easy to cause flight delays [1]. Flights parked at remote stands need ferry vehicles to transport passengers, so the scheduling level of ferry vehicles not only affects the punctuality of flights, but also directly affects the experience of passengers. The ferry service is characterized by time-consuming and different number of vehicles required for flights, which makes the ferry vehicle resources even more tight. In addition to completing all ferry services on time with as few ferry vehicles as possible, balancing the workload of each ferry vehicle as far as possible also facilitates driver scheduling and vehicle maintenance.
The research on flight ground service scheduling mainly includes the scheduling optimization of ground service crew [2-8] and ground support vehicles. The ground support vehicle scheduling problem is a kind of vehicle routing problem, and the vehicle routing problem is widely used in the scheduling of vehicles such as electric vehicles [9], automated guided vehicles [10] and logistics vehicles [11]. For example, Norin et al. designed a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure to solve the de-icing vehicle scheduling problem [12]. Du et al. designed a column generation heuristic algorithm to solve the tractor scheduling problem [13]. Schyns designed an ant colony algorithm to solve the refuelling truck scheduling problem [14]. Padrón et al. proposed a decomposition framework and a sequence iterative method to solve the collaborative scheduling problem of multiple ground support vehicles [15]. Padrón and Guimarans [16] improved the algorithm proposed by Padrón et al. [15]. This paper focuses on the studies on ferry vehicle scheduling, as detailed in Table 1.

As can be seen from Table 1, although there are existing studies involving optimization objectives in terms of balancing the workload of ferry vehicles, they are all nonlinear objective functions, which are solved using solvers or meta-heuristic algorithms. Solvers have difficulty solving large-scale nonlinear integer programming problems, and meta-heuristic algorithms often have difficulty obtaining the accuracy of the resulting solutions. This paper constructs a bi-objective optimization model for ferry vehicle scheduling, in which the first objective is to minimize the number of ferry vehicles used, and the programming model is a two-index arc-flow model based on a directed acyclic network, which is easy to obtain the optimal solution. The second objective is to minimize the maximum number of flights served by a single ferry vehicle under the constraint of using the minimum number of ferry vehicles, and the programming model is a three-index mixed integer linear programming model. Since the model of the second optimization objective has large number of variables and is difficult to solve directly, three heuristic algorithms are designed and integrated into a main algorithm to solve the model. The analysis of numerical examples shows that the algorithm can solve 42 out of 60 examples to the optimum, and the Gap of the remaining examples is also very small.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 constructs a bi-objective optimization model for ferry vehicle scheduling. Section 3 presents several heuristic algorithms for solving the optimization model of the second objective. Section 4 uses the actual flight data of Beijing Capital International Airport for numerical examples to verify the effectiveness of the designed heuristic algorithms. Section 5 provides conclusions and some possible directions for future research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Optimization goal</th>
<th>Programming model</th>
<th>Solving method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Maximize robustness</td>
<td>ILP</td>
<td>Column generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>Minimize total costs, including vehicle usage costs and driving costs</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>Shortest augmenting path algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>Minimize the variance of the number of flights per ferry vehicle serving and the variance of the number of flights per ferry vehicle serving</td>
<td>QP</td>
<td>Gurobi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>Minimize the number of vehicles, the total vehicle mileage and the variance of the number of flights per ferry vehicle serving</td>
<td>Three-objective IP</td>
<td>Two-stage heuristic algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>Minimize the number of vehicles and the total deviation of the number of flights per ferry vehicle serving</td>
<td>Bi-objective MIP</td>
<td>Particle swarm optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>Minimize the number of vehicles, the total vehicle mileage and the difference between the vehicle arrival time and the earliest service time</td>
<td>MILP, LP</td>
<td>CPLEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>Minimize the number of vehicles and the total vehicle idle time</td>
<td>Three-objective MIP</td>
<td>Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>Minimize the number of vehicles and the total vehicle idle time</td>
<td>Bi-objective MIP</td>
<td>Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>Minimize the number of vehicles and the total vehicle idle time</td>
<td>ILP, LP</td>
<td>Lingo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Problem description and model construction

Let there be \( |N| \) flights requiring ferry services at an airport during a certain time period (including arriving flights and departing flights; if a flight arrives and then departs during this time
period, it is considered as two flights), where $N$ is the set of these flights. Ferry vehicles for arriving flights are required to transport passengers from the parking positions to the terminal, while ferry vehicles for departing flights do the opposite. Let the time required for the ferry vehicle to travel from the end position of the ferry service of flight $i \in N$ (the terminal if $i$ is an arriving flight, otherwise the parking position of $i$) to the start position of the ferry service of flight $j \in N$ (the parking position of $j$ if $j$ is an arriving flight, otherwise the terminal) be $t_{ij}$. Let the ferry service start time window for flight $i \in N$ be $[a_i, b_i]$ and the required service time be $serv_i$, where $a_i$ and $b_i$ are determined according to the Scheduled Time of Arrival (STA) or Scheduled Time of Departure (STD) of flight $i$. Depending on the aircraft type, let the number of ferry vehicles required for flight $i \in N$ be $D_i$ (if relevant data on the number of passengers on the flight are available, the number of passengers can be used instead of the aircraft type to determine the number of ferry vehicles required for the flight more accurately).

To facilitate the algorithm design, this paper transforms the research problem into a vehicle scheduling problem with only one ferry vehicle for each flight by setting up virtual flights. Let the flight sequence and service time compatibility information in the flight service time window to construct the underlying network $G = (V, A)$ of the ferry vehicle scheduling model, where $V = \{0, |N| + 1\} \cup \{i | i \in N\}$ (Nodes 0 and $|N| + 1$ can be regarded as ferry vehicle depot), $A = \{(i, j) | Ad_{ij} = 1, i, j \in V\}$. $Ad_{ij}$ is an element of the adjacency matrix $Ad$ of network $G$. $Ad_{ij}$ is calculated as follows.

$$Ad_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } i = 0 \text{ and } j \in N^V \\
1, & \text{if } j = |N^V| + 1 \text{ and } i \in N^V \\
1, & \text{if } i, j \in N^V \text{ and } a_i + serv_i + t_{ij} \leq b_j \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

For the ferry vehicle, the inequality $serv_i + t_{ij} \geq b_i - a_i$ holds for $\forall i, j \in N^V$, then $G$ is a directed acyclic network [22, 25].

The first objective of the ferry vehicle scheduling optimization is to minimize the number of ferry vehicles used. The decision variable $x_{ij} \in \{0,1\}$ decides whether a ferry vehicle serves node $j$ immediately after serving node $i$, and the decision variable $t_i \in [a_i, b_i]$ decides the service start time of flight $i$. The two-index mixed integer linear programming model for the first optimization objective is constructed as follows.

$$\min \sum_{(0,j) \in A} x_{0j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\sum_{j|(i,j) \in A} x_{ij} = 1, \forall i \in N^V$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\sum_{j|(j,i) \in A} x_{ji} = 1, \forall i \in N^V$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$a_i \leq t_i \leq b_i, \forall i \in N^V$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$t_i + serv_i + t_{ij} \leq t_j + M(1 - x_{ij}), \forall (i,j) \in A, i, j \in N^V$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$x_{ij} \in \{0,1\}, \forall (i,j) \in A$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The objective function Eq. 2 in the above model is to minimize the number of ferry vehicles dispatched. Constraints Eqs. 3 to 4 indicate that each virtual flight is served only once. Constraints Eqs. 5 to 6 are time window constraints.

The second optimization objective is to minimize the maximum number of flights served by a single ferry vehicle under the constraint of using the minimum number of ferry vehicles. Let the optimal value of model 2 to 7 be $K$, that is, at least $K$ ferry vehicles are needed to serve all flights on time. The second programming model uses the three-index decision variable $x_{ij}^{k}$ to decide whether ferry vehicle $k$ serves node $j$ immediately after serving node $i$, and introduces a new
decision variable \( z \) to represent the maximum number of flights served by a single ferry vehicle. The mixed integer linear programming model for the second optimization objective is constructed as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min z & \quad (8) \\
\sum_{i,j \in A} x_{ij}^k & \leq z + 1, \forall k \in \{1,2,...,K\} \\
\sum_{i \in N^V} x_{0i}^k & = 1, \forall k \in \{1,2,...,K\} \\
\sum_{k=1}^K \sum_{j \in (i,j) \in A} x_{ij}^k & = 1, \forall i \in N^V \\
\sum_{j \in (i,j) \in A} x_{ij}^k & = \sum_{j \in (i,j) \in A} x_{ji}^{0'}, \forall i \in N^V, k \in \{1,2,...,K\} \\
e_i & \leq t_i \leq l_i, \forall i \in N^V \\
t_i + servi + t_{ij} & \leq t_j + M(1 - x_{ij}^k), \forall k \in \{1,2,...,K\}, (i,j) \in A \land i,j \in N^V \\
x_{ij}^k & \in \{0,1\}, \forall k \in \{1,2,...,K\}, (i,j) \in A \\
\end{align*}
\]

The objective function Eq. 8 and constraint Eq. 9 in the above model minimize the maximum number of flights served by a single ferry vehicle. Constraint Eq. 10 indicates that each ferry vehicle is dispatched only once. Constraint Eq. 11 indicates that each virtual flight is served only once. Constraint Eq. 12 is the flow balance condition of the virtual flight node. Constraints Eqs. 13 to 14 are time window constraints. Obviously, \( \left\lceil \frac{N^V}{K} \right\rceil \) is a lower bound for the optimal value of model in Eqs. 8 to 15.

3. Proposed approach: A heuristic algorithm

Models in Eq. 2 to 7 can be solved quickly using the solver to obtain the exact solution [22]. Models 8 to 15 is a three-index arc-flow model with a large number of variables, which is difficult to solve directly using the solver for flight data with a 24-hour planning period. In this paper, three heuristic algorithms (see Algorithms 1, 2, and 3) are designed and integrated into a main algorithm (see Algorithm 0) to solve models in 8 to 15. The symbols involved in the algorithms are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>popsize</td>
<td>The number of solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solu(u,i)</td>
<td>The ferry vehicle serving flight ( i ) in solution ( u = 1,2,...,\text{popsize}, i = 1,2,...,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st(u,i)</td>
<td>The service start time of flight ( i ) in solution ( u = 1,2,...,\text{popsize}, i = 1,2,...,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f( v1(u,k) )</td>
<td>The last flight that ferry vehicle ( k ) has served in solution ( u = 1,2,...,\text{popsize}, k = 1,2,...,K )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f( v2(u,k) )</td>
<td>The service start time of the last flight that ferry vehicle ( k ) has served in solution ( u = 1,2,...,\text{popsize}, k = 1,2,...,K )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f( v3(u,k) )</td>
<td>The number of flights that ferry vehicle ( k ) has served in solution ( u = 1,2,...,\text{popsize}, k = 1,2,...,K )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ava ( i )</td>
<td>The set of ferry vehicles that can serve flight ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ava ( k )</td>
<td>The set of ferry vehicles whose number of served flights satisfies a specific condition among ferry vehicles available for flight ( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fea(u)</td>
<td>The number of flights served in solution ( u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opt(u)</td>
<td>The maximum number of flights served by a single ferry vehicle in solution ( u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solu0(i)</td>
<td>The ferry vehicle serving flight ( i ) in the optimal solution of models 2 to 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sto0(i)</td>
<td>The service start time of flight ( i ) in the optimal solution of models 2 to 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solu'</td>
<td>The set of solutions with the largest number of served flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>The set of unserved flights in the solutions with the largest number of served flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF'</td>
<td>The last flight unserved in the solutions with the largest number of served flights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly, all the flights in \( N^V \) are sorted in ascending order according to \( a_i \) and respectively numbered as flight \( 1,2,...,|N^V| \). Then, if two flights are served by the same ferry vehicle, the vehicle must serve the flight with the smaller number first. Algorithms 1-3 all ensure that the con-
strains on the time window and the number of ferry vehicles are not violated, then the resulting solution, if infeasible, is due to the fact that some flights are not served. Algorithm 2 has looser restrictions than Algorithm 1 in terms of the equilibrium degree of the ferry vehicle workload, so the main algorithm executes Algorithm 1 first, and if no feasible solution is obtained, Algorithm 2 is executed. If Algorithm 2 still fails to obtain a feasible solution, the time windows of the unserved flights are generally in the peak period of flight take-off and landing, during which there are fewer feasible vehicle scheduling schemes. Algorithm 3 transplants part of the ferry vehicle scheduling arrangement from the optimal solution of models 2 to 7, while taking into account the equilibrium degree of the ferry vehicle workload. If neither Algorithm 1 nor Algorithm 2 can get a feasible solution, Algorithm 3 can be executed.

Algorithm 0: Main algorithm

Input: popsize, $K$, $|N^V|$, $a_i$, $b_i$, $serv_v$, $t_{ij}$, $solt_0(i)$, $st_0(i)$
1. Execute Algorithm 1, return $solt(u, i)$, $st(u, i)$, $fea(u)$, $opt(u)$;
2. If $\max_{u\in[1,2,...,\text{popsize}]} \{fea(u)\} < |N^V|$:
   3. Execute Algorithm 2, return $solt(u, i)$, $st(u, i)$, $fea(u)$, $opt(u)$;
   4. If $\max_{u\in[1,2,...,\text{popsize}]} \{fea(u)\} < |N^V|$:
      5. $solt' \leftarrow \{solt(u, i) | i \in \{1,2,...,|N^V|\}, fea(u) = \max_{u\in[1,2,...,\text{popsize}]} \{fea(u)\}\};$
      6. $UF' \leftarrow \{i \in \{1,2,...,|N^V|\} | \text{solt}(u, i) \in \text{solt}', \text{solt}(u, i) = 0\};$
      7. $UF_{\text{max}} \leftarrow \max_{i\in\text{UF'}}(i);$  
      8. Execute Algorithm 3, return $solt(u, i)$, $st(u, i)$, $fea(u)$, $opt(u)$;
9. Return $solt(u, i)$, $st(u, i)$, $fea(u)$, $opt(u)$

Algorithm 1: Strict equalization algorithm

Input: popsize, $K$, $|N^V|$, $a_i$, $b_i$, $serv_v$, $t_{ij}$
1. For $u \leftarrow 1,2,...,\text{popsize}$
   2. For $i \leftarrow 1,2,...,K$
      3. $solt(u, i) \leftarrow i;$
      4. $st(u, i) \leftarrow a_i;$
      5. $f$v1$(u, i) \leftarrow i;$
      6. $f$v2$(u, i) \leftarrow a_i;$
      7. $f$v3$(u, i) \leftarrow 1;$
8. For $u \leftarrow 1,2,...,\text{popsize}$
9. For $i \leftarrow K+1,K+2,...,|N^V|$
10. $ava_i \leftarrow \{k \in \{1,2,...,K\} | f$v2$(u, k) + serv_{f$v1$(u,k)} + f$v1$(u,k),i A_b \}$;
11. If $ava_i = \emptyset$
12. $ava_i \leftarrow \{k \in \text{ava}_i | f$v2$(u, k) = \min_{k\in\text{ava}_i} \{f$v2$(u, k)\}\};$
13. Randomly select a ferry vehicle in $\text{ava}_i$, denote as $\tilde{k};$
14. $solt(u, i) \leftarrow \tilde{k};$
15. $st(u, i) \leftarrow \max \{f$v2$(u, \tilde{k}) + serv_{f$v1$(u,\tilde{k})} + f$v1$(u,\tilde{k}),i, a_i\};$
16. $f$v2$(u, \tilde{k}) \leftarrow \max \{f$v2$(u, \tilde{k}) + serv_{f$v1$(u,\tilde{k})} + f$v1$(u,\tilde{k}),i, a_i\};$
17. $f$v1$(u, \tilde{k}) \leftarrow i;$
18. $f$v2$(u, \tilde{k}) \leftarrow f$v3$(u, \tilde{k}) + 1;
19. $f$v3$(u, \tilde{k}) \leftarrow f$v3$(u, k);$
20. Return $solt(u, i)$, $st(u, i)$, $fea(u)$, $opt(u)$

The difference between Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 1 is that for flights $K+1,K+2,...,|N^V|$, if there are ferry vehicles with the number of served flights less than or equal to $\lfloor \frac{|N^V|}{K} \rfloor$ in set $ava_i$, then a ferry vehicle is randomly selected from them (from the ferry vehicles with the number of served flights less than or equal to $\lfloor \frac{|N^V|}{K} \rfloor$) to serve flight $i$. Otherwise, the factor of ferry vehicle task volume is no longer considered, and a ferry vehicle is randomly selected from $ava_i$ to serve flight $i$ (lines 9-27 of Algorithm 2). The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is $O(\text{popsize} \times (|N^V| - K) \times K).$
Algorithm 2: Relaxed equalization algorithm

Input: popsize, $K, |N^V|, a_i, b_i, serv_v, t_{ij}$
1 For $u \in [1, 2, ..., popsize], i \in [1, 2, ..., |N^V|]$, set $sou(u, i) \leftarrow 0$
2 For $u \leftarrow 1, 2, ..., popsize$
3     For $i \leftarrow 1, 2, ..., K$
4         $sou(u, i) \leftarrow i$
5         $st(u, i) \leftarrow a_i$
6         $fvi(u, i) \leftarrow i$
7         $fv2(u, i) \leftarrow a_i$
8         $fv3(u, i) \leftarrow 1$
9     For $u \leftarrow 1, 2, ..., popsize$
10     For $i \leftarrow K + 1, K + 2, ..., |N^V|$
11         $ava_i \leftarrow \{ k \in [1, 2, ..., K] | fvi(u, k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),i} \leq b_i \}$
12         If $ava_i = \emptyset$
13             $ava_i' \leftarrow \{ k \in ava_i | fvi(u,k) \leq \frac{|N^V|}{K} \}$
14             Randomly select a ferry vehcile in $ava_i'$, denote as $k$
15             $sou(u, i) \leftarrow k$
16             $st(u, i) \leftarrow max\{ fvi(u,k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),0}, a_i \}$
17             $fv2(u, k) \leftarrow max\{ fvi(u,k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),0}, a_i \}$
18             $fv1(u, k) \leftarrow i$
19             $fv3(u, k) \leftarrow fv3(u, k) + 1$
20     If $ava_i' = \emptyset$
21             Randomly select a ferry vehcile in $ava_i$, denote as $k$
22             $sou(u, i) \leftarrow k$
23             $st(u, i) \leftarrow max\{ fvi(u,k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),0}, a_i \}$
24             $fv2(u, k) \leftarrow max\{ fvi(u,k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),0}, a_i \}$
25             $fv1(u, k) \leftarrow i$
26             $fv3(u, k) \leftarrow fv3(u, k) + 1$
27     $feu(u) \leftarrow \sum_{k=1}^{K} fv3(u, k)$; $opt(u) \leftarrow \max_{k \in [1, 2, ..., K]} (fv3(u, k))$
28 Return $sou(u, i), st(u, i), feu(u), opt(u)$

Algorithm 3: Transplantation algorithm

Input: popsize, $K, |N^V|, a_i, b_i, serv_v, t_{ij}, UF_{max}^1, sou0(i), st0(i)$
1 For $u \in [1, 2, ..., popsize], k \in [1, 2, ..., K]$, set $fv3(u, k) \leftarrow 0$
2 For $u \leftarrow 1, 2, ..., popsize$
3     For $i \leftarrow 1, 2, ..., UF_{max}^1$
4         $sou(u, i) \leftarrow sou0(i)$
5         $st(u, i) \leftarrow st0(i)$
6         $fvi(u, sou0(i)) \leftarrow i$
7         $fv2(u, sou0(i)) \leftarrow st0(i)$
8         $fv3(u, sou0(i)) \leftarrow fv3(u, sou0(i)) + 1$
9     For $u \leftarrow 1, 2, ..., popsize$
10     For $i \leftarrow UF_{max}^1 + 1, UF_{max}^2 + 2, ..., |N^V|$
11         $ava_i \leftarrow \{ k \in [1, 2, ..., K] | fvi(u, k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),i} \leq b_i \}$
12         If $ava_i = \emptyset$
13             $ava_i' \leftarrow \{ k \in ava_i | fv3(u,k) \leq \frac{|N^V|}{K} \}$
14             Randomly select a ferry vehcile in $ava_i'$, denote as $k$
15             $sou(u, i) \leftarrow k$
16             $st(u, i) \leftarrow max\{ fvi(u,k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),0}, a_i \}$
17             $fv2(u, k) \leftarrow max\{ fvi(u,k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),0}, a_i \}$
18             $fv1(u, k) \leftarrow i$
19             $fv3(u, k) \leftarrow fv3(u, k) + 1$
20     If $ava_i' = \emptyset$
21             Randomly select a ferry vehcile in $ava_i$, denote as $k$
22             $sou(u, i) \leftarrow k$
23             $st(u, i) \leftarrow max\{ fvi(u,k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),0}, a_i \}$
24             $fv2(u, k) \leftarrow max\{ fvi(u,k) + serv_{fvi(u,k)} + t_{fvi(u,k),0}, a_i \}$
25             $fv1(u, k) \leftarrow i$
26             $fv3(u, k) \leftarrow fv3(u, k) + 1$
27     $feu(u) \leftarrow \sum_{k=1}^{K} fv3(u, k)$; $opt(u) \leftarrow \max_{k \in [1, 2, ..., K]} (fv3(u, k))$
28 Return $sou(u, i), st(u, i), feu(u), opt(u)$
4. Numerical examples: Results and discussion

This section takes 24 hours (0:00-23:59) as the planning period, and uses the flight data of Beijing Capital International Airport for 60 days from February 1 to April 1, 2018 as the numerical examples. The average number of virtual flights for these 60 data sets is 900. Models 2 to 7 can be solved directly using the CPLEX solver, and the results are shown in Table 3. The running conditions are a 2.7 GHz PC (Intel® Core™ i7-7500U CPU), Windows 7 operating system, running with 8 GB RAM, and using CPLEX 12.9 solver.

As can be seen from Table 3, for models 2 to 7, the optimal solutions can be obtained for all 60 groups of data, and the average time to solve the problem is 200 seconds. The optimal solutions for 58 groups of data can be obtained within 5 minutes. Algorithm 0 designed in Section 3 is implemented using MATLAB R2017b and used for these 60 groups of data. The solving results of models 8 to 15 are obtained as shown in Table 4 (popsize is set to 300).

As can be seen from Table 4, the heuristic algorithms designed are very suitable for solving models 8 to 15. Among these 60 groups of data, the exact optimal solutions can be obtained for 42 groups of data (all obtained by Algorithm 1), and for the other 18 groups of data, the objective value differs from the lower bound $\frac{\ln V}{k}$ of the model by only 1. There are 11 groups of data
that need to use Algorithm 2 and only 4 groups of data that need to use Algorithm 3, all of which can obtain the approximate optimal solution, and the maximum Gap with the lower bound of the model is only 7.69%.

Take the 60th group of data as an example to show the results of ferry vehicle scheduling. This group of data has a total of 939 virtual flights using 54 ferry vehicles with the $\left\lceil \frac{|N^V|}{K} \right\rceil$ value of 18. The 60th group of data uses Algorithm 3 to obtain the final solution with the $UF_{max}$ value of 255, and a single ferry vehicle serves up to 19 virtual flights. The number of flights served by each ferry vehicle is shown in Table 5.

Table 4 Results of solving models 8 to 15

| Serial number | $\left\lceil \frac{|N^V|}{K} \right\rceil$ | Algorithm used | Objective value | Gap (%) | Serial number | $\left\lceil \frac{|N^V|}{K} \right\rceil$ | Algorithm used | Objective value | Gap (%) |
|---------------|----------------------------------------|----------------|-----------------|---------|---------------|----------------------------------------|----------------|-----------------|---------|
| 1             | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    | 31            | 14                                      | 1              | 14              | 0.00    |
| 2             | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 32            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    |
| 3             | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 33            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    |
| 4             | 12                                      | 1              | 12              | 0.00    | 34            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    |
| 5             | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 35            | 14                                      | 1              | 14              | 0.00    |
| 6             | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    | 36            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    |
| 7             | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 37            | 16                                      | 1              | 16              | 0.00    |
| 8             | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    | 38            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    |
| 9             | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    | 39            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    |
| 10            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 40            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    |
| 11            | 14                                      | 1              | 14              | 0.00    | 41            | 14                                      | 1              | 14              | 0.00    |
| 12            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    | 42            | 16                                      | 1              | 16              | 0.00    |
| 13            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 43            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 6.25    |
| 14            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    | 44            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 7.14    |
| 15            | 12                                      | 1              | 12              | 0.00    | 45            | 12                                      | 1              | 12              | 7.69    |
| 16            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 46            | 13                                      | 2              | 13              | 7.14    |
| 17            | 14                                      | 1              | 14              | 0.00    | 47            | 12                                      | 2              | 12              | 7.69    |
| 18            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    | 48            | 15                                      | 2              | 15              | 6.25    |
| 19            | 16                                      | 1              | 16              | 0.00    | 49            | 14                                      | 2              | 14              | 6.67    |
| 20            | 14                                      | 1              | 14              | 0.00    | 50            | 15                                      | 2              | 15              | 6.25    |
| 21            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 51            | 14                                      | 2              | 14              | 6.67    |
| 22            | 16                                      | 1              | 16              | 0.00    | 52            | 16                                      | 2              | 16              | 5.88    |
| 23            | 17                                      | 1              | 17              | 0.00    | 53            | 16                                      | 2              | 16              | 5.88    |
| 24            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 54            | 15                                      | 2              | 15              | 6.25    |
| 25            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 55            | 16                                      | 2              | 16              | 5.88    |
| 26            | 16                                      | 1              | 16              | 0.00    | 56            | 13                                      | 2              | 13              | 7.14    |
| 27            | 13                                      | 1              | 13              | 0.00    | 57            | 16                                      | 3              | 16              | 5.88    |
| 28            | 14                                      | 1              | 14              | 0.00    | 58            | 14                                      | 3              | 14              | 6.67    |
| 29            | 14                                      | 1              | 14              | 0.00    | 59            | 17                                      | 3              | 17              | 5.56    |
| 30            | 15                                      | 1              | 15              | 0.00    | 60            | 18                                      | 3              | 18              | 5.26    |

Table 5 Results of ferry vehicle scheduling on a certain day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ferry vehicle number served</th>
<th>Number of flights served</th>
<th>Ferry vehicle number served</th>
<th>Number of flights served</th>
<th>Ferry vehicle number served</th>
<th>Number of flights served</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a bi-objective optimization model for airport ferry vehicle scheduling to optimize the number of vehicles used and the equilibrium degree of the vehicle workload, in which the objective function designed for the second objective is to minimize the maximum number of flights served by a single ferry vehicle. For the second optimization objective, three concise and efficient heuristic algorithms are designed and tested using the actual flight data from an airport. The analysis of numerical examples shows that Algorithms 1 and 2, which do not depend on the optimal solution of the first optimization objective, have been able to solve most of the examples, and the effectiveness of these algorithms is verified by the fact that all three algorithms can obtain exact solutions or high-quality approximate solutions.

Although the bi-objective optimization in this paper is designed for airports, its algorithms can also be applied to solve similar vehicle scheduling problems that balance the workload of vehicles. Possible future research directions also include the problem of real-time scheduling of ferry vehicles considering uncertain and unexpected conditions.
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